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Mobile App Testing with Rainforest QA
Don’t let device fragmentation hold you back. Rainforest offers mobile app testing on real
devices and virtual machines for fast results at scale.
Manually testing is time-consuming and expensive, especially for mobile devices. Rainforest
lets you test across multiple devices and browsers in parallel for fast, comprehensive feedback.
Offload time-intensive, tedious manual QA work to Rainforest and free up your QA team for
high-level quality assurance tasks and exploratory tests.

Scalable Mobile App Testing
60K crowdsourced QA testers with mobile devices via
Amazon Device Farm for scalable mobile testing without the
device maintenance.
•
•
•

Test instantly across Android and iOS VMs for feedback in
30 minutes
Get real-world results on Amazon Device Farm real
devices
Access 60,000 trained QA testers for a testing network
that scales with you

On-Demand Execution, Fast Results
Our tester network is available 24/7 for on-demand QA
testing, so you can get test results in 30 minutes whether you
need them at 3pm or 3am.
•
•

Global testing network that’s always on -- no timezones
or office hours to worry about
Clean, deterministic results to easily pinpoint bugs

Mobile Testing Within Your Workflow
Rainforest Mobile integrates mobile testing into developer
workflows seamlessly for easier testing and faster feedback.
•
•

Write, manage and run tests from command line
Integrate test runs and results into CI servers, bug tracking
tools and more

How Rainforest for Mobile Apps Works
Rainforest leverages a large network of crowdsourced testers, virtual machines
(VMs), and Amazon Device Farm to execute tests quickly, enabling you to easily run
functional tests and regression tests on mobile platforms without the headache of
managing a team of testers and physical phones, or a suite of automated tests.

Write tests via
platform, API or
CLI

Tests executed
by skilled
tester network

Tests executed
via Device Farm
or VMs

Results algorithmically
weighted and
confirmed

Comprehensive
results delivered via
UI or integration

“Any Rainforest test case that we write becomes
extremely efficient over time. We’re saving 25-30%
of our QA time by leveraging Rainforest.”
Dominic Esposito
Head of Product, Jitjatjo

Rainforest Mobile Features
Fast, secure mobile
VM environments

On-demand access to
crowd of 60K testers

Results backed by AI

Real Devices via
Amazon Device Farm

Video and screenshot
test results

Integration into CI and
Bug Tracking Tools

HTTP, browser and
app Logs

Geolocation testing

Full-featured API

About Rainforest QA
Rainforest QA helps agile and continuous delivery engineering teams move faster with the industry’s
only AI-powered crowdtesting platform. Our platform leverages 60,000 qualified testers to deliver ondemand, comprehensive and machine learning-verified regression test results. Rainforest customers
spend less time and money testing so they can ship better applications faster. For more information on
Rainforest, visit https://www.rainforestqa.com.
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